Understanding the morning rise in blood pressure.
1. The morning period has been recognized as the highest risk period of the day for cardiovascular events, particularly stroke and is also associated with a rapid surge in blood pressure. 2. Evidence now exists to show that the morning surge in blood pressure is an independent risk factor in some elderly hypertensive subjects. 3. However, methods to assess the contribution of the morning blood pressure surge from ambulatory recordings or home recordings, using clock times or times of waking, do not take into consideration the individual patterns of blood pressure change which can range from a rapid rise prior to or following waking to a slow increase over several hours. 4. In the present review we describe a novel method for determining the individual changes using a double logistic equation fitted to the individual pattern of blood pressure change. 5. Methods are presented to determine the rate of rise function over the morning period as well as predicting the change over a fixed time window which may be useful in refining the contribution of the blood pressure surge to cardiovascular risk. 6. Hypertensive people have an exaggerated rise in morning blood pressure as well as a greater rate of rise. 7. Antihypertensive drugs and dosing regimes are being developed which may be useful adjuncts to standard therapy for preventing morning hypertension and hopefully also reducing cardiovascular damage or events.